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..^;STRACT
of tllc development of radio astrono-
arc:: %t;thin the last five to ten years stir .vs that
le tel: scopes as well as arrays are rc yuired to
all the -nea%urcments urgently needed by radio
ronomv. Morcover, such an analysis makes it possible
tv fix for both types of telescopes the range of their
particular fields  of operation. One of the main reasons
far building a large single telescope was its broader
tide' of operation.
A eons; arison of both types of equipment also shoes
that in tau: }cars to conic a large telescope with a con tin-
uous aperture surface will mainly be used in the c;n-
Was• c rang	 I.e (Eor S 25 crn).
If, however, a paraboloid is to be chiefly used in the
^^: vcIcn^tl: rank of 1 < A < 23 cnl, the precision of the
reflector surface most be very high. In this case, the
c! iations of_e tiie surface from an ideal paraboloid
in any 1, ition of the telescope, not exceed a root
n.ean square el. or of e 1 mm. This implies the factor
a;'D of a telescope must reach 10--' , . The deviations of
the surface frorn the ideal ;araboloid are plainly due to
elastic deform: tion of the steel fr:trncwork. This is
most difficult to correct.
In thefif th scction,of this pa; crdi,`ferctit rcflcet^^r con-
structions arc critically examined svith re-ard to their
clastic propert.c • s. As a result of this, i t is not to be expectcd
that il 10-' can lie bllil t by
simply lnereasin- the size of a known construction.
S^CCIal p l• CCalltlorii have to tic: taken in order to reduce
elastic deformations. For this purpose, various su-;"Sti
ons have been made and are discussed in the sixth
section.
For thcfirs-,tilne, ill the fea."'hilit%stud: •furthe• lOO-in-
telc'cope, the ilea was consequently pur.itted that a
certain dcfortnatiun should be allo«•cd. Howevcr, it
should be of such a kind that the parabolic skirf.lee, once
adjusted at zenith position, is, by the ucfornatlon
converted into a series o! acw paraboloids %tihcn the
telescope is weed about its elevation axis. The nc%v
paraboloids may li., other axial directions an 1 diffe-
rent focal lc.i ths. The rc• .,;llting di.,p!aeemer.t ,! the
focal point can be cor:ccted by an adequate displaee-
mcnt of the feed.
Thcstccl f rarncw^r;: must, therefore, have :1'.: pro^c:..
that deviations front a best fit paraboloid of all tho', .
jo:nts which arc situated in t alc reflector surface itself
arc mi:limum in any position of the telescope.
To acliievc this, iii the case of four different typc3 of
construction — a) a dish cons-ruction with 4 p oin t
support, b) a truss construction, c) a dis}' constru, ^.:on
with 8 point support, and d) a dish coiiitructior. •:th
axial mounting — the dimensions of member gn,,.,r-s
arid single members were chan-cd by success'-_-
approximations. For each of -hcm, the displacements  of
the joints in the reflector surface itself wcre calculated
and the des iations from the best fit paraboloid deter-
mined. This procedure was repeated until the deviations
had been reduced to : minimum.
For all four types of construction this procedure turned
out to be successful. While the real elastic displacements
at single points of the construction may come to about
65 mm, the deviations of the surface from the best fit
paraboloid remain be!ow 3 mnl or the root mean square
errors a < 1 men. The rnean deviations of the real
surface from the ideal paraboloid as well as the displace-
ments of apex :end focus of the newly yielding parabo!oids
in comparison with the original one are shown in
tables 1-4, section VIII. On the dish construction
with axial mounting the deviations arc most insignifi-
cant; thus it was chosen for the construction of the
telescope.
Finally, the limits to the use of this construction
imposed by wind and variations of temperature are
discussed.
STUDIES FOR THE CO^;STRUCTIC^; OF THE 100-m TELESCON.
I.	 Introduction:	 Observations ors the development of radio-
astronoiny and the requirements anticipated for new telescopes.
a large new piece of scientific equipemnt is to be constructed,
.s scientific purpcse must he claarly deterimined even before the
it i;-self is planned. This is im portant in planninc a radio-
_.	 inz.smuch as the development of the instrument is proceeding
­ifferent directions. On the one hand,•large single telescopes
being constructed, and on the other, the construction 4:d develop-
0- antenna arrays is making rapid -Drogress. To be able to de-
i. which of these directions to go, it is necessary to anar.vze
the development of radio-astronomy in the last few sears more care-
f::lly
 so as to evaluate the field of anplication of + the one or t.-.e
other tvpe of telescope. In t'.,-.e following section, the considerations
-;-onosed by us will be outlined briefly.
.nalvsis of the development of -radio-astronomy in the last ive to
years reveals a number of focal points where developments have
been particularly productive. At the same time, it indicates the
points where the most significant problems will occur even in the
:l'.rs to come. The focal points that emerged during the past year
are:
I. she line spectroscopy of interstellar matter.
2. The s ynchrotron radiat.i.on from the galactic sys -em.
'	 Inv`stigat±.ons o.L individual objects of the galactic s yste .s .J .
The extragalactic objects.
5. Special problems at the sun and the other members of our planetary
sys tem.
1. The significance of line spectroscopy is evidenced by the
successes achieved w.-Lth the 21-cm-hydrogen line. 'Recently, the OH
radical lines as well as the high hydrogen-transition lines have
been added. The latter now make it possible to include the ionized
hydrogen clour.s of the HII-region in^ the investigation. Finally,
e high transition lines of other elements have also L. be found.
general, this group of lines may be expected to occur predominantly
_a the lower centimeter or the millimeter wave region.
_.:e line-soectroscnpic investigations find their major atplication in
our ga=ac^ic system. An angular resolving power of the antenna o:
some lu zo 30 minutes of arc is sufficient for the examination of
Egreat portions of the Milky Way; of special investigations of indi-
victual objects in the s ystem, however, an angular resolving power
o-f 1' and 8' is certainly necessary. Increasingly in these inves-
tigations, higher-frequency resolving power, together with the lowest
possible receiver background noise, is required.
1^.
I  for line-spoctroscopic investigations of extrz.
	 attic systems
a resolving power of less then a Minute of arc - ^.:,jout 10 :seconds
of arc - roquired.
In the meantime, studies of the intensity distribution of the
.:tic continuum radiation. (SURWEYS) have been made in the northern
at various frequencies with an angular resolving power of about
c.ac. Investigations at higher angular resolving powers will further
:roaso our knowledge; in the southern s:cy, supplementz.ry measure-
.:ts are still required, which should be made at the same frequencies
in the northern sky whenever possible. With this, the measurements
the intensity distribution along the Milky Way appear to be some-
wrat at a standstill. The measurements of the polarization of t::e
-adiat:.on., on the other hand, have only just begun.. Investigations
of the polarization of microstructures of the continuum radiation
as well as determinations of the : Faraday rotation of the polarization
p lain of the linearly polarized radiation of discrete sources promise
to be one of the main future sources of our. knowledge of the galactic
magn:^tic field. In general, an angular resolving power of 10' to
20' ^s quite sufficient for the polarization. measurements.
3. Investigations of individual objects in the galactic system - such
as star clusters, HII regions, supernova residues - will incre4singly
have to rely on line-spectroscopic types of measurements - whether
;.hev be 1- or HII-line measurements - as well as on measure=ments of
continuu:^ at several frequencies. The latter will be made particularly
in the centimeter--wave region between 10-cm and 6-mm wavelengths; in
-his region, nonrandom measurements of the lines of the high hydrogen
Transitions will also be made. The completeness of the measurements
will be a decisive factor in a successful discussion. In general, a
resolving power between 1' and 5' should be quite sufficient for these
investigation-s.
4. In the studies of extragalactic objects, the most extreme constraint.
are applied to the measuring technique. On the one hand, the numiDer of
objects up
 to the weakest radiation intensities is required for cos-.c.o-
logic inter=rogations; to be able to separate the weakest objects fro.:,
the galactic background radiation, however, the antenna must have a
large c:: ective antenna surface and an angular resolving power of" a
few minutes of arc - on the other hand, the spectrum of the radio
emission up
 to the highest: frequencies is of the greatest significance
for the discussion of the emission pr=ocess. Thus, it is necessary to
for the highest gain in the centimeter-wave region for the antennas
and, at the same time, for the highest total sensitivity for the re-
ceivers. The angular resolving po%,rer again need only amount to a few
rlinu.es of arc for such studies. In addition, the apparent magnitude
of t:e emission regions and the intensity distribution. c • -c^r the objects
are of significance. '-'o measure the intensity distribution, an angular
re=solving  power of a few seconds of arc is desireable; onl y
 then can
t e radio-emission distribution be compared successfully with the
optical image. By far the most stringent demand is made of the angular
resolving power in determining the diameters of the emission regions
of quasars. An angular resolution of 0.1 01 is aimed for, a resolving pow E
that by
 far exceeds that of even the largest optical telescopes and can
2.
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only be ob`ained using interferometers wit very great base lengths.
_n problems of solar physics, the need for high angular resolving
powers is also considerable, although the availability of a resolution
of less than 1' would prove satisfactory in this case. Since, on the
other hand, the radiation intensity at the sun is high, special antenna
sys;:ems will 1-)e develored and used for Problems of solar physics that
wa need not consider here.
As c.-.n be seen from the preceding comnents , the need for ec rui .pin g
an institute for radio-astronomy with modern technical measuring in-
stru~;enzation is extremely many-feceted. On the one hard, the highest-
^re:::ency resolving power is required together with very low receiver
bac^ground noise, so that aven the smallest differences in inten- 4 t;
can Je discerned in the line srcc:.ra; at the same tire, the anc-.:-ar
resolving power can be averare. On tine other hand, the greater_
possible effective antenna surface and highest sensitivity of the re-
ceivers over a wide frequency range -- particularly at ':igh frequencies
( ,>5 GHz) -- are re quired to detect the weakest radio sources and to
dct,azmine their s pectral intensity distribution; finally, zo determine
tae ^::^gular diameters of quasars, an extremely high angular resolving
power is needed, together with a large effective antenna surface. All
of these different re quirements cannot be satisfied by a si..gle ins L ru-
manz .
rn 
,e development of radio- astronondca1 facilities has to date been
acco: inlished in two different ways and has led, as is well known, to
t,, ,:o -'undamentaliv different types of instruments -- the antenn- , arrays
and 'che telesco pe with a continuous-aperture surface. Thanks to their
different properties, it is possible to satisf y , basically , the above
requirements wit the two types of telescopes.
The development of the multi-clement antennas -- or arrays -- was a
departure from the Christiansen cross-coil antenna (Ref. 1). Like the
latter, the array is composed of several averacre-size parabolic
antennas arranged in a line or in fort,• of a cross or of an L, a T, or a
Y. if the input absorbed by the individual antennas is combined, with
t::e aid of an electronic computer, in proper intensity and phase
according to the method of von Ryle et al. (Ref. 2) and the aperture-
synt:.esis procedures given in Ref. !3; , a result can be derived from
the consecutive measurements that will have the same angular resolution
at the sky as if the measurements had been made with an antenna whose
aperture surface corresponded to the circle described around the in-
dividual elemtns. Such an::er.na array s are under construction or in the
planning stage at various locatcions on earth.
The telescopic array also has the advantage of permitting an angular
reso-wing power e qual to that of a smaller optical telescope (about 3")
to be attained. Tt also offers the possibility of makira the effective
antenna surface almost anv size without technical difficulties. It is
a further advantage that, the terrain permitting, such an installation
can rater be enlarged in stages, so to speak.
3.
culiarity of the array that the definition of the i:mac_e noint
_ion of the number of settings of the individual ele,-.e.^.ts with
zo one another; similarly, the resolving power -s a _`unction
position of the object in the sky. Another disadvan:.age is the
fact that a charge in the observation frequency involves considerable
elec:.ronic consumption under certain condition,, and requires some time
for readjustment.
The use of the array at higher ireq uencies (f>3GHz) runs into increasing
diffic::l;:ies because of the re q uired phase constancy at the foot of
each individual antenna and because of the relative fluctu-tions of the
atmospheric index o:: refraction. For lire-srectrosr );?ic investigations,
for which a high-frequencv resolvinS power is required, the array
be used onlv with difficulty.
urge, fully steerable radio-telescope with a continuous-aperture
:ice -- generally con s::ructc^: as a parabolic antenna -- can certainly
4 nc::,-ased several times in size: over the presently existing equipment.
-.f-,.!dive antenna surface, which in creases with the sc..uare of the
^tOr can therefor` be considerabl y enlarged -- certainly to
000 m2 or more:. On the other hand, this type of telescope does not
er the possibiliuv of achieving a higher angular resolving power.
alfwidtr. ^:' of the principal lobe of the antenna directional
diagram, measured in minutes of arc, is ;mown to be
N'=3800a/D
Accordingly,	 e antenna would, for example, have to have & diameter
D = ::800X to reach an angular resolving power of l' . At X=10, D = 380 m
alreadv exceeds the limits that are technicall y feasible today.
The remaining advantages of this type of antenna are the known definitior
of t:.e image point, the relatively high attenuation of the minor antenna
lobes, the ease of changing the observation frequency in a broader
frequency range, and the fact that all po in ts in t.-.e sky can be reached
wit:: the same resolving power.
If one weighs the properties of t:-,e -two t ypes of instruments against one
another, one reaches the following conclusion:
Only the array :Hakes it possible to determine the intensity distribution
of extragalactic objects and of certain objects in our galactic system
with the necessary angular resolving power. The exact measurement of
the ositions of sources for identification will also be a job for the
array. It will further have to be used for line-spectroscopic work
with lower-frequency resolving nower for extragalactic objects. All of
t:r.ese. sLUdies will, for the first few years, be made above a wavelength
o 10 c;. j.
1
large radio-telescope, or the other hand, will concentrate or. the
lower centimeter-wave range (a<10 cm) in the future. It will enable "s
to extend the spectral intensit y distribution of extragalactic objects
to a wavelength of 1 cm or even further into the millimeter-wave range.
1-.-will further be the task of the large single antenna to measure, by
4.
interferometry, the diameters of the emission regions of far
radio sources and quasars over enormous distances at a. angular
..g power up to 0'.01.
-t important studies of our galactic system -- the absGlute rac;i-
	
t%	 asurements, the polarization measurements of the galactic con-
and the line=spectroscopic investicJations of the interstellar
^r -- will also be assignee to the large telescope. In combinati on
a multi-channel s-aectrornetcr, it will be able to measure details
,^:Ze line contours that will never be accessible to the array.
the situation, it is clear that the complete outfitting of an
would have to consist of the construction of a large tele-
	
Y	 well as a sufficiently lar ge array. Unfortunately, the
_e" outfitting gene ally re-mains  a wishful dream. in view of the
	
CC-
	 A decision rr,ust therefore be made.
..e fact that a large single telesco pe has a much greater performance;
-an ge titan time arrav and that it is rrore flexible in its a.plication.^ --
i.e., :.:tat it can be changed from one measurin g task to another in the
shortest time -- led :.o the decision in favor of a large telescope.
Ihis decision was influenced also by the fact that the Bonner Institute
for Radio-Astronomy .gas for several years been using the 25-m telescope
for lire-spectrosco-,ic work as well as studs, s of the galactic coninu,.:3.,
and that this work should be continued with more efficient ecuinnent.
Last but not least, it was ai so significant in terms of the decision
that a large "svnthesis radio telesco pe" has been under construction in
Holland. for some time, and that it would k-.e better to a 4A..r,1 for a nutually
Gompiemen.ary arrangement of the two facilities than a parallel arrange-
ment or two similar facilities of the same size within Europe.
we begin with the actual planning of a large telescope, two points of
Jiaw G::,erge from the above observations thG;. have a decisive ir.Fiue:.c
on t.::e direction of these co:.siderations :
1. The centin-,,-ter-wave range is becoming increasingly significant in
radio-astronomy . Thus the telesco pe must, if possible, be usable up to
the centimeter waves .
therefore, the centimeter-wave range is given special emphasis in
-)lanning, the feasibility of being able to attain an angular re-
s^_ --ng power of 1 minute of arc or even less with a parabolic antenna
be:L. Ies apparent. This might be pcssible if, for example, a 100-m-
dla:reter reflector could be devised that could still be used for a
wavelength of 2.57 cm.
Tis (.oes open the way for the following difficulties: The quality
requirements for the surface },come so string ent that they can be
satisfied: only with great difficulty . The same is true for the
.teering; at a lobe width of 1 minute of arc, the steering errors must
.je less than b seconds of arc. This means that an instrument weighing
severa.,
 thousand tons, which is, in addition, exposed to ::e wind and
the thermal effect of the atmos phere, must be ad.;ustable and steerable
with the precision. of an average-size telescope.
D.
antenna construction must take into particular account the
,.._^ .,olopment of the hie;.:-frequency measurinc y technique.
The radiated power:: to be measu::ed in the centimeter-wave range are
vary small. The weakest sources still measurable at present using t'.-.e
25-m telescope at the STOCKERT at X= 10 cm vield
• 10-z7 '3att	 .n-2 . j!
To 1)u :Halt: to measure such weak radiation, as much interfering back-
-- ound radiation as possible must be kept away from the receiver.
of only
 the noise of the receiver but also that of the antes." lead and
radiation from the ground over the side lobes of the antenna diagram
considered background interference:. Thus, not only must the
_	 ._r be cooled, but the structure of the antenna must be such that
the -ackground radiation ov,::r the side: lopes is minimized.
	
.easure-.C:n is
the cen . meter-wave rar.gc therefore have t::e some character as ;r.
infrared-wave region. There, too, not only the receiver but also
radiation-limiting apertures should be low-temperature-cooled to
:.mize the interfering background radiation.
effects of both points of view are to be considered even in the fi_s,
ae:cision that we must make.
II. CHOICE OF THE PARABOLIC FORM
The parabolic fora of the .reflector is described by the aeerture ratio
0/f here, we wish to a3e the aperture angle 0 in he focus for
haracterization. Our cue:stion is: Is there an o ptimum value of 0
)r the reflector of the radio telescope?
If we consider the noise that reaches the receiver input across the
side lobos of the anteri:a diagram, then we must confirm that this
portion of the noise decreases -- or at least is easier to reduce --
with increasing aperture angle.
have performed several series of measurements o:^ model anten.n.as
 and
i,uve determined the noise contribution as a:.unction of the elevation
angle of the antenna. In the zenith positio:^ of the telesco-e, the
noise portion that enters across the side lobe -- assumin g, the same
type of input -- may be shown by the solid curve in Fig. 1.
On the other hand, as we shall see later, it is simpler to build a
flat reflector, which retains high precision at all elevation positions,
than 4 reflector with large 0
	 The broken line in Fig. 1 s hal l-
sent the degree of difficulty involved in build_ng a reflector of t
same quali-ty but with increasing aperture angle. The
 
weight, vnd
ulti-:.ateiv tae price, too, of the ref lector dish increase pro^,ortion-
ateiv with the aperture angle.
.turaiiy, there is a certain amount of play in terms of the signifi-
cance assigned to one or the other argument. We selected a value of
6.
ild.
0 for the reflector. S:.
With a guard ring, the
G effectively 1550.
.ar the telescope are marked by
III. STRUCTURAL PRECAUTIONS TO
AND T HE ANTENNA LEAD
ncc the reflector iL also to be
noise; contribution iz reduced so
In Fig. 1, the data thus determined
two points.
MINIMIZE NOISE FRO. ,, THE ANTENNA
icry antenna absorbs radiation not only from the object at which it
happens to be pointed but also from the surroundings across the sic:e
lni­ q of the antenna diagram. The presence of noise sources :n the
to vicinity must trerefcre bu avoided under all circumstances.
, as we have alreac::y determined, there still remains the thermal
on of t`.e ground and the atviosphere, which is absorbed by the
z _ . and causes a certain amount of voltage in its terminals.
s noise contribu;.ion can be reduced b y high-frequency tec::niaue,
L__ -a special feed antennas. rly moans of these, it is possible to
reduce the side lobes of the antenna diagram. The development of
Spec^al horn -oflec -.;ors i J !i4C	 ir. progress.
T	 . ' _ 1on, str-,lctura.i me :sores are provided which also contribute to
.c antenna noise.
der to keep the noise con tribution of the antenna lead small, a
c_,_ntly large focus cabin was provides:, which can accommodate
receivers and thus makes it possible to keep the leads to the feed
a. an nas as short as pos si ;le .
For ;hc wave range 6 cm <X< 15 cm, a housing over a Gregory-:-.' prop is
also provided. The Gregory-reflector is elliptical in shape; it is
locaz.ed behind the focus and raflects the focal else in a secondary
image plane rear the apex of the principal reflector. the reflector
can be mounted on the floor of the focus cabin; it has an opening in
the center, through which a feed antenna can be brought into the
pri:.;ury focus without di..4... ty, without having to dismount the
reflector.
Grercry-_-Qflector is provided with a sh-- .ing collar at the rim,
cif ef:tcnds to the junctures line: between the focus and the rim of
t paraboloid (Fig. 2). The Gregory-reflector and shielding collar
prov_de a s pace around the focus that is well shielded against sweep
(interference) radiation and has a very lcw noise temperature.
ns of a collar attached to the rim
these rnsasures :nave the effect
focus can no longer be hit by
on models confirmed the effect
Further shielding is obtained by mea
of the principal reflector. Both of
t hat the horn emitter in the primary
direct radiation. Measurements made
of the shielding.
In t.-,e following section, the possibilities of producing reflecting
surfaces cf great precision will be examined.
7.
"RECISION OF THE REFLECTOR SURFACE
Davic:tions or the reflector surface from the- ideal parabcloid are
caused by errors in the production. of the tin plates (panels) that
compose tha reflector surface and by errors in adjustment when they
are r.^ounted. Furthermore, errors appear that are caused by the
a.as-ic uorormation of the supporting steel structure. The latter
:-e pa.-ticularly apparent when the reflector is turned about the
iev:.tion axis.
ions ::rom. the ideal parabolic sur: ace have the ef-fect that
reflected by the individual parts of the reflec=or surf::ce
.., Lve at the focus in phaso with the remaining wa ges and are
pa. Z. _-xtinguissed there by in terferc:nce. The reflector surface
th.— ;i sacrifices some of its ef:. eiency. J.	 RUZE	 (kefs. 4,	 5)
has st ..ed the effect of errors thLt are randoxly scattered across
the re- ;actor surface on the electrical properties. If c is the
root-meat.-square error of the surface, 	 tr.en its efficiency is reduced
by a factor r^:
z
r ^	 (4r^)J
This rc lation -,.aka it possible for us to determine the pa--missible
error a, if we wish to use the reflector up to a threshold wavelength
X 0 . Figure 3 shows ns as a function of the value c/),.
for example, n D _? 0.06 7, t1-:an c must re.:.ain <' 1/20. If, therefore,
wish to use our reflector for a o = 2 cm, a rust be equal to 1 :,:n,
"nd the maximum errors cannot exceed 2.5 mm.
The accuracy constraints for the surface are quite .igh for an 80- cr
100 -m-diameter reflector, too. In order to characterize the quality
of the reflector surface, we shall use the quotient c/ D.
Since the panels of which the reflector surface is cormosed are about
3 to 5 m 2
 in size, we can maka the assumption that the fabrication
as wol.l as the mounting and adjustment errors of these parts can be.
co::t.-olled and Maintained within narrow limits. Thus, only t l ria errors
causod bN ,
 the elastic deformations of the support structure remain..
m,lst pay particular attention to these and try to find a wa y to
Sep them, too, within tho required limits. Although the errors due
,-o deformations of the support stracttire are not in general randomly
distributed over the reflector surface -- rahter, the y are of a sys-
tema'zic nature, as the following picutres of the surface deforMations
s:zow c+early -- we shall still recuire that the root-:Wean-scruare value
the surfLce deviations, determined at many, regularly distributed
aasuring points, be a = 1/20 Ao.
.any dif4=eren.t ways have been triad to obtain reflector surfaces ..,ith
t-he neatest possible accuracy. Telescopes with a variet y
 of
structures have been devised. We shall now consider in more detail 	 ^r
the structures used to date in terms of their particular properties.
E.
JF;; tT REFLECTOR STRUCTURES USED 70 DATE
-or, t he structural point of view, one has the difficult	 'n the
construction of steerable parabolic reflectors of supportj.n g the:
- -tu:.l wei ":t of the reflector -- as well as the wind velocities that
t bc,
 a, d -_. in the two bearing points of the elevation axis with-
the appearance of great surfacs deformations. 7'e way
problem is solved is the decisive factor in determiaing
of the telescope.
A. Con i .__u	 on With Rigid Elevation Axis
tv7^),. .)f construction, tae two bearing Joints of the elevation
bridged by as rigid a girder as possible, which, if necessary,
-.avc multiple supports in t ;e center. A number of :.rac::ets are
_rpendieular to this, resulting in a rectangular space -raMe-
the reflector dish. This structu+e is presented schematically
Since th,r gravitational forces always act per pendicular to
1:-^ •aticr, axis wren the reflector is tilted about the e+ovation
rectangular space frame-.-.ork appears to offer certain advan-
,)wever, with respect to the deformation o f. ;:he surface, this
c	 could not be clearly confirmed. The size of the reflector sur-
a a.s a function of c:Ze length of the brackets; the (,eforr..ation at
ri .7f the raflector is determined by their rigidity. in t'r s type
c	 _uetion, ore- is finally ^c:d to an elliptical form for the
The Mark Iz telescope ;.t Jodrell Bank is constructed in
confirms the fact that telescopes with reflector surfaces
t	 can be constructed in this manner, which can achieve a
E. CC :ruction With Rigid Central Hiib
T	 basic idea of this type of construction is related to that discussed
The roinc of origin is a rigid cc:r,trul cylinder -- a rub.
. =ad on th is are _ c d lal bracr:Ets . At f it„t, it was the intention
ire, too, to keep deformations o^ the reflector surface to a minimum
corresponding dimensioning of these radial supports.
o :puter treatment of similar systems showed, that the introduction
.lag
 suppor^.s makes a definite contribution to increasing
r^	 :y. r.n additional improvement is obtained by attaching outer
a:I '
	..er cross con:Zections between the radial sunnorts. The intro-
du	 of ai ,.nular supports and cross connections ...akes . possible to
re,_	 the weight of the radial supports somewhat, without sacri-
g any
 of the rigidity of the system	 The 06 4-m telescope in
S (AllS tralia) is typical of this type of construction, as seen in
5 in cross-section (Ref. G). A c/r = 3.6 • 10" was achieved
this telescope. The elastic deformations of the surface during
nation of the reflector 'ron, 50 0
 to 33 0 eleva-ion are shown in
T'	 o ;H. iiIi^':v7LTT, Ref. 7)	 The maximum structural height of the
_1 support is considerable at 1/7 J. T:le 45-m telescope in
P.	 ..quin Park in Canada was constructed in a similar manner. However,
9.
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case,	 reflector surface it.-el was apparently used as
2nt in the: structure. The surface was composed  of
A plates, and the: individual elates were welded
t`
upper t
t	 .,antilevored bracket has a bend at its free end
r	 more than with the square of its length ma%es it
:.e not to make the radial supports so long, if pos-
, ones must take into consideration that, 's t :e reflector
:increased by L.­ , the surface increases by LF - 2-r 1r.
tional surface "F must be carried exclusively at t.-.e outer
C_	 : radial supports. Th.erefore, their load at the outer end
_ Ij it cases	 with r; it becomes increasingly more unfavorable
t::e , _rface is enlarged.
terapt was made zo produce as
of structure to be d.;:scribed,
0.3 to 0.5 that of the reflector.
on this ring. The inner aperture
basis of the se points, the at
a ring as possiblec in the type
would have a diameter of about
!r radial supports wcr 3 mounted
ring onl y had to bf: bridged.
:.al s upport themselves excerc - se: torsional forces on the ring
ast be removed. Tn.-',s is accom plishcd by an outer annular sup-
holds the radial supports together at their outer ends. A
..^.:nection that is a:.tached in the center of the principal
support, however, serves the sa-me purpose. Figure 7 shows
alar-support structure
	 The reflec co r in
.)f is a typical example or" this t ype of construction. Here,
--al sup; orts have a length of -1/3' D; they are prestressed
e outer annular support, like	 -^p	 ke an open umbrella. The height of
structure at th:: annular support could be kept very low with
D. Figur . 8 s::ows the rear view of ,.::e reflector at Adlershof
Stocke-rt reflector, too, is constructed in this way. The cater
_,ate:r of the annular support is 12.5 m, i.e.,  0.5 D (Ref. 10) .
some respects, the Mark 1 75-m telescope at Jodrell Bank also belongs
to this type; its principal &nnular support is mounted at the rim of
reflector, and brackets are not used at all.
D. Dish Structures
Great rigidity
 of the reflector structure, particularl y in radially
sV ;-netric systems, is achieved by
 inserting -k:.hc important rad al
supports into a s y-s tem of annular supports and upper and lower cross-
connections. Un fortu^. atel.y, only very
 approximate data can be given
about -she necessary number of radial su pports and ann^:iar supports,
well as about their dimensions such as height, strengt., etc.
..se values must, rather, be determined by computer for ach indivi-
.ai case. Nevertheless, one can see that these considerations lead
1 ^
t :e construct- of relativcly rigid reflector di.-;he-s,
,,per side carries the reflectin g, surface. We car. includc; this type
of reflector under the designatio:l "dish struc4ures."
the reflectors must a•:: movable; the task remains of find-
,d solutionfo:: tl:e connection between tiie dish and the.
C	 ax.L.S. If the dish structure is suaported only along the
c.	 axis, or perhaps only in the two bearing points, strong
eformations will appear in the Plane rernendicular to the
axis at the rim of the dish.
•o 	 supporting points can Easily be produced by strengthening
dish at -he bas:-z with a pyramid sta n ding o-n is t 4 p.
is attached across two rods to the bo a-L ing :oi nt:: of the
a.. _	 s; the other two rod: support the reflector at two .join is
fperdicular to the elevation axis at the same distance
C :or of the reflector as the bearinS points. The sup-
c .;.s thus obtained can flake over a part of the weigr _cf the
^ ; e portion depcnds on the dimensions of the rods of thepyramid.
thus ac- 4 oved a four-point support of t!:e dis.z, with two rigid
points and two auxiliary points whose rigidity can be re-
.e 90-m telesco pe at Green Bal-A is bu..it on '.r.is principle. The
-dur support. points of the dish are again: cir.nected by a square
.::ar,.ework; this is clearly visibly: in Fig. 9. The reflector was
also measured photogrametrically. Fi gure 10 stows the measured
deviations of the surface from the best-fit paraboloid in the in-
ch cd .^ositio:: cf the te I esco,:.e (:9 dcg elevation) (Ref. 11) .
effect of the bearing points and the support points is not clearly
evident :Ln the diagram. However, the surface errors have a c of
5.7 mm; they appear to overlap the deformation errors throughout.
E. The Inter Mediate Support Systems
In order to get away from -the two-point support o:- the dish and its
damaging deformation, an intermec,iatB supporz system must be i :troduce,.
.e sirr.ples-` form of such a support syster. is the "whip" (ba' ance)
-.ose structure, as will be seen in rig. 14, makes poss .hl e a true
-)ur-point support in which all four points carry an equal an-,ount of
-..e dish weight. With the four-point support, the maximum deformations
of t::e dish are about one fourth :hose of the two-point support. In
four-psi :t sunnort, the posit:-on of the supporting points relative
to the alevat lior^ &Xi s also plays a certain role. Thi s influence
:St be examined separa tely Gr each Casa.
It _ti evident that the r;kaximum deformations can be further red-_ced if
the nu=, er of support points for the reflector dish is increased
even more. KALATSCHEFF re eYs to a construction with 17 supporting
points in "Telescope," thougZ for a very light dish structure (Ref. 12).
in his proposal, he starts with a cylindrical support similar to a
whip . A square framework rests on the four inde pendent support points
of the whi p . The extensions of the four sides of the square for.:
eight brackets, at whose ends Light support points are produced on an
4
1.
s are ,._
	 ,;ed on an
	
supporti:lr	 reflector c.. n is com-,a-table in many
	
su"Mort o	 Mirror in the o )tical telescope.
	
, -mediate	 )or:. s yster s, it is -: ,..orta nt to take
that all :. ;3ort points actually ::ave t.-.a same
is not necessarily t:.: case for some of the points in
♦ 	 r
1.
	 li.AYS OF REDUCING THE ELASTIC DEFORMATION'S OF THE REFLECTOR
-ructures discussed is convincingly d stinct fro:-. the
of having partIcular advantages so that they could be
changes for the construction of a 100-m telescopa with
_. accur.z cy	 1G- 5 ) . The mere increase in size
_.Gds zo c.i. ,:advantageous ::,0l ut.ions, as c&r. easil y be. seen.
^re again discuss	 possibilities available to kc^-) t.-.e
CL	 zions small.
Automatic Adjustment of the Reflector Surface
%,.ay that sakes it jo ssible to avoid the elastic deformations in the
actor surface entirely was first used in planning the telesco pe in
hove, West Virginia. It was planned to use a servo co:.trol for
'ividual panels of the reflector surface through which the surface
-^.utomatically regulate itself to ti-.e desired parabolic surface in
sition of the telescope (:ref. 13) . The individual panels were to
z area of 17 X 17 m; they were to be regulated at the four corners
Drs and controlled by an ont i. ^ul system. A total of 90 ')anels was
installed. Althoug . -th y: compensation of the elastic
"-.ieved in this way, this solut'_on of making all of the panels
is undoubtedly very expensive. The Sugar Grove project was
_	 _J	 andoned. The procedure was not developed further.
This procedure will certainly regain significance in future telescope
developments. If the deformations are computed for a given structure
ar.:;, only
 the critical parts of the surface are corrected, the expense
can be reduced considerably and kept within sensible limits.
e of Several Equivalent Support Points
one s zaL is with a cis . construction. and, per KALATSCHE'F ' (Ref. 12)
reases the number of equz-.11y weighted support points, one will
my achieve a reducti Dn in the maximum elas-'Lic; deformation of
;race. However, intermediate sup port systems become complex
._ _icult. The costs of such a construction are high.
C.	 he Use of Relief Systems
Since t'.-.e deformation of the dish can generall y be precisely co.-.puLed,
it is possible to allow for au::iliary forces in the construction sic
will effect a reduction in the deformation, particularly at the critical
points.
12.
;xample, the paraboloid L ,Urface is adjusted in -''r e zenith
it:	 the upper rim will go fo:-ward in a 900
 inclination of the
-`-=' t: e bottom rim will :;;ovc backward a little. During
.:.:c areas or greatest deformation are mostly in the
t	 u.	 •ir1 Zones. It is :pow casv to visualize pulling the
	
G	 pushing t::i: lower :: im forward. Ths real(. consider-
	
t.	 iformation in the criticui regions of the dish 	 .he
	
;cos	 ties for solving such problems are dif fcrent for
	:ux'	 the haystack antenna, removal of the load was
construction by the ar:dition of weights. In t::e
co	 .. ^^ pla:...a::.^ the 100-m telescope, the use of hydraulic members
waQ ^onsidared to balance residual deformation errors. However, such
.cures proved unnecessary in the end.
'30-.=. telescope of the Northeast Radic Observatory Corroration
in the planning stage at the tir;.e, the elastic de_`or: maticns
to :.)e comDansatcu for by the introduction of relief force; alone.
tructure is baseu on the system described above under n wiz.-4 a
elevation axis. ','E'ach of the brackets lying perpenciculGr to the
tion axis will recaive its own compensation syster, (Ref. 14).
Homologous Deformation
idea of permitting u certain dcformutio:. in the reflector con-
.:ct
	 was first pursued in the present studies. However, the
Gri5 ware. tG be such thG'_ the oaraboloid surface in the zenitr.
would drain be converted into a parabo1iC surface as the
moved about the elevation axis. The new paraboloid ~:y have
:i axial inclination and a different focal length. 	 ese changes
a ._ y be corrected by a corresponding change in the feed antenna.
A :: .structio n method i s to be sought in which the deviation of the
actual deformed surface of a best-fit paraboloid would be a minimum.
Precisely expressed,
Ed` = E (LZ . cos ¢) 2 -, minimum
s	 -  d be the case, if d is the vertical distance of the actual surface
of the paraboloid at a measuring point in the surface (cf. ± i;.. i3) .
T is struc;.ural principle received the appropriate eesignation
":io:1G10g0u3 Gefor ration" from S. VON HOERN R. Von Hoerner then in-
vest-'gated the possibility of homologous deformation theoretically
R(efs . -1.14,
  16) .	 r
.:ow can a construction w- th these properties now be realized in
practice? .-attempts to f i n d so`utions for the principle did not appear
very O=Mising at the beginnin.; of our studies in 1964 because of the
complexity of the statistical problems that appeared.
^ c:.erezore preferred working ^%rith ap-proximation procec.ures. ".: th the
Giu of a co:iputer, it became possible ; o compute tie displace: ent of
each jcint in three coordinates under load conditions, even for cc ^i-
cated space framewor.xs. Because of
	 e free choice of rod dimensions
and t:.a properties of the materials, :: h` steel framework has enough
free parateters to be able to affect the displacement of the jo::nts
13.
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.ti	 ch of the construe dons u::ed th;.s fa r ws best for
S .►es :io. to what extent the procedure is act_:ally feasible,
a. aha. .Iree it makes sense to carry out the procedure -- can
b. -led only by repeated experiments.
VII. S UZIES OF SPECIAL .MODELS
.series of praliminary designs, four w,4re selected
ti cn. We shall first discuss a dish construction that was
dl	 and comiputed by MIN .
Dish Mode].
fl y , -or dish with a dia meter of 80 m, composed of 306 radial
	
-	 annual supports, and cross connection::, served as the point
ire. Ia Fig. 14, the ty pe of support used can be seen on a
or this construction, the deformation by the specific weight
rious positions as well as the deforr„_tion by win(: and ice
.'e to be invest igated. ^'Or ii:is purpose, the electronic co..._ .ter
;t used to compute the displ acem►ent of each joint in three
then the deformation or those joints was studied w _ch lie
is	 actor surface, that is, the joints w l,-,ich. determine the
u-face. h best-fit rotation paraboloid was placed through
^. s , and the deviations of the points from this nar abolold
ined. The calculations were simplified in -,.h- z case by the
_he reflectcr structure was circularl y syr.-L ,etrical and :- at,
on, the choice of the: supporting ports p.-ovided a dcu-ble
It was enough to mane the calculations for only a quarter
-actor. But even in this portion -t he re were up 0 14 n
a calculated. For the computatio:., a program develo_ `d by
was	 mod; later t1-1c '_F :1A.N -procr".m was also employed.
several of the computations, the cross-sections of the individual
rods and of croups of rods were cha.:ged in steps in order to reduce 7-'.-. e
devi^.tions of the joints in the reflector surface of the best-fit
paraboloid to a minimum, and also to obtain the smallest possible tctal
Wei	 The procedure was interrupted when it became apparent t.-.at no
^r ir.oroveTent could be achieved.
six basic steps were calculated, which m&de the J.raporzarce of
a •,:er annular support for the rigidity of the dish clearly evident.
-^ess of the procedure can perhaps best ba indicated if the
_3fo.-oration annearing o.n the reflector surface during is cli::a-
the zenith position to S° elevation is comparea with t e
:Nest-	 oaraboloid. The deformation of the surface at the upper rte:..
	
+23	 that at the lower rira -19 mm. The maximum deviations fry:.
-a .: est-fit paraboloid amount to a.Dout ±4 mm, that i s, only about a
14.
is actual def:orkmation.
cul r deviations of the surface _ ,:rom the best-fit parabo-
Z	 :rraced in Fig. 15 in the form of contour lines; the
l Z 	-lusted in zenith and then regulated to 5 0 elevation,
>nS ^,: are measured.
ct of the support point-; on the ^.eformation of
clearly visible. after t ha =..nclination, the
_J become ;noticeable through	 reg=.on of pos itive
m of +3 r;.T1, Inc two lower no in is giving rise: to
lc	 _	 ;alive deviation. +f fur . A. ir..nrovefi:ent in
..on ^	 _. : ed , oLV^ous ly the number of s u:,po= t points
acre: s^:ci, or a more favora:Dle distribution must be found.
to 4 u'-e the result further, it is im portant to know by
'-he :,est-wit paraooloid is displacec.. with respect to the
C	 .1	 _usted paraboloid.
The disnlace:rant is first described by the displacement of the zenit ..
The later is d.,.si)laced in the direction of the narabolc` d axis --
that is, in direction of the: -,,-axis -- about Z,. on the one hand, and
then a displacement perpendicular to the elevation axis and to the
the direction of the Y-axis about Y^ appears. D-.sp,laceme nns
L e direction of the elevation axis are not t , be expected because
of the sv.r_ retry of the forces (sea Fig. 16) .
In addition, the change in the axis direction
	
of the new paraboloid
a nd the change in -he focus^ ^:.usc be c.iven.
The .dc..:-,:ifving data for the respective best-fit p rabo i Bids are give
r-,, b' 1 for three dif--orent elevation angles. The values :Jere
..vea SO tr:aL the ad^u5l::lent of the ideal parabola in the load-free
C	 followed separately for each elevation angle, then the system
sau ected to the force of gravity
 and the deformations that
a were computed.`^'hus, th ree independent values for t:.:: root-
s: Hare deviation c were also obtained. These values serve
ipaily for judging the dafor^rt;:^tions in the individual positio:.s;
a actual operation of the telescope, only the relative defor: patio .s
be effective.
we loo:: over the results, we notice th.nit the deviations of the best-
:araboloid of the original surface are minor. The displacements
"l.c. nir-h amount to only a few millirtaters, and the focal w idth of
araboloid, too, changes by only a few millimeters. The position.
C	 ..e focus, which is determined additively from the displacement of
the zenith about Zg and the change In the focal width, is disniaced
f,v 11 ..... during the inclination of the reflector from 5 0 to JO o e1eva-
tior^. .-he corrections which would have to be made on the feed antenna
are thus minor; at longer %,raves , ?,> 10, they are not taken into con-
slderation. (The deformation of the feed mounting has thus far not
.been taken into account.)
t e fabrication errors of the reflector surface are sail, the
fiector would be usable fora
	 2 cm at a surface efficienc y of
l5.
I
russ Construction
--hat deviates from ti-.c: "disift rowel" was suggested and
RRUPP . The trea%.,:cn z was also based on a rc sec ;:or
diameter.
L.he radial beans behind the reflector surface
a point on the paraboloid axis (see Fig. 16). The
thu tin for? a cone. T e :^ca:^s .rc constructed
is what gave t.-.e structure the r.u:.: "truss con-
beam structure consists of twelve such trusses
The trusses are kept equidistant. in the center --
-eflector -- by a w ,eal with s pokes; at the
together by an annular support. I f th e
=o6.ucad, the structure is compa::,Lle in
open
U	 lla, th- "unfolded" rerlecto:: is also held at two pc:nts
the axis. One support point is the tip of the cone,
.he wheel hub near the zenith of the paraboloid.
ir.dcpender.t supaor c system is required for r-^C)U sting the reflector..
consists, in its sirr.plest form, of a tetrahedon, cne of whose acG:,s
ri"ges the bearing points as the elevation axis. This bean penetrates
cons :.ruction in the outer portion without touching it and
hub of the woke-wheel with a pin. Two ocher beams of the
run from the eleva'^ion bearings to the tip of the core and
ied there; tZev car ry the ref lector mainly in the zenith
>r.	 The rest of the rods are used principally for auxiliary
t	 the re f lector at the point of the hub when the ref lector
an angle. rigure 12 hows the s-L;^Dport system schematica.: .
system %•.ere carried oi;^
tvpe. The rod measure-
s-"ages, any: h— deforma-
oordirates using the
atucius of the Elastic deformation of the
s ilar Manner as those of the preceding
S 0-4 the support system were optimized in
,or the joints was determined in three c
-rograr.,.
.ccess of the procedure can again be determined by comparing the
m absolute deformation of the reflector surface at thr rim V1i4.-h
st-fit paraboloid. The absolute deformation is presented in
t .ty in rF ig . 19 ; t e maxim;s:z deviation at the up per rim is
the lower rim -33 mm. The maxir,ura deviation of the best-fit
p^	 ? is only about t1.3 mr:; thus, it is only 'x+1/25 of the actual
do r.	 -on .
a deviations of the best-fit paraboloid app.- perpe nc:icular to
:.e surface are again shown in the form of contour lines in Fig. 20.
The data for the best-fit paraboloid are oresented in Table 2 in the
same iorm as for the preceding case.
truss construction is unquestionably a ty pe of structure dis-
ti;^^ _s hed by very minor devi:^tiors from tze best-fit paraboloid, and
16.
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1
y close to the "homologous deformation" re quire-
of the d ish conutructio :, too, are low; the
weighs only 360 t. However, the var y broad conc
of	 lector results in quite a difficult tower
on faith 8 -point Support (MAN)
one to continue the studies .*n the sa..e
;h con t_ L2Ctlon w+t:1 a -point support was
ther study.
"	 ;s" carried by the reflector eis::es in the
.. t	 stn:-„;;er intermediate supporting structure must
C.	 a	 -od pyramid was selected for this purpose,
i itt..	 . e th two inde^^end.nt rods to the bearing points
V_ _-on a ,, and w 	 base is for:red into a rigid disk in-
.e elevat ”	axis. ^2'ki reflector dish is mcu ea c:t t is
points. The ^tructure is shown. in ig. 2+.
a dia:r►ater of 100 X. 	 a fccz:! width of ti3G m is nrc:-
r the reflector dish. Th y: precadirg investigations hart
an 60 -;n reflecto:: with op -Imurr. dimensions must absolutely
up to 2.5 c.m wavelength. accordingly, the reflector sur-
sld be of a continuous desi gn. Otherwise, as shown by earlier
i	 - .Zel expariments (Fiefs. 17 and 18) , a fully extended reflector
_..c gill tend toward vorticity at the rims in a wind; a perforated
n alleviates this ;henomenon considerably. Takin g this ex-
.: into ccnsideration, it was therefore determined ;:hat the
was to be fully e::tenaad up to a diameter of E5 r;.; :n the E5-
:-6.L r ring, a transition from the Fully extended surface
v	 -e :mesh was to be ^^rovided. Thy: wire mesh of th c outez
_c _ usable for X - 6.
res., t-a sarr:e co.:.puter process as above was used, and a
-sa optimization of the construction was again: carried cut.
the uish construction was cc.mposed of 22 radial supports,
ivy. ar supports, and a num],er of cross connections in t ne final
sclt:
	 J. The structure was lighter than that of case 	 e result
can
	 _i. be grossly characterized by a comparison of the m&ximum de-
for ^atl:. during inclin::.t:L. 	 o- t«a reflector with the maximum devia-
,':aring in the best-fit parauoloid.	 The maximum deformati o n
"face at the upper rim is +60	 =, at the lower rim -22 r ..
m deviations prom the best-fit	 . -aboloid are only t3 mm,
.s	 ._ only about 1/15 o.-A` the actual cc -formation.
-he dev. .ions from the best-fit paraboloid appearing perpendicular
z.he 7_.ce are again shown in the form of conto-,;.r lines in r^ic.	 22.
t e .at the effect of the guadrinod is particulariv evident;
e,ic o^ greatest deviations are caused by the upper and lower
legs in t_ O o position; it was not possible to reduce this effect
fury:ter.
17.
)est-fit paraboloid are presented in Table 10 in
Construction With Axial Mounting
"truss construction" as a starting point, KRUPP produced
pure that approaches the dish constracticn. :iere, :r.e dish is
to a unit, with the supporting cone in the back. T::G cone has
;.hat is, each radial support is supported by a .od in the tip
)ne. The base of the core forms a wheel with 24 s pokes. The
.-e again parts of the radial supports (see Fig. 23)9
and cone are '..gain held at only two points - the tip of the
a	 the hub of the wheel. A special support structure; is re-
the mounting, which is extended to an octahedron here.
)od of the focus cabin is included in the octahedron.
1 w.T s again based on a reflcctor with a dia:;eter of 100 m. The
c;.or surface was zo be covered with metal plates to a diameter of
and a wire mesh cover usable for ^>6 c,a was provided for the outer
o. putation ac,ain uzed the same procedure, and the optimization of
construction was made in several steps .
first approximation, the result can again be characterized by
c	 ng the deviations appearing ar the rim during inclination of the
or about the e^.cva-.io:: axis with the maximum devia Zions of the
3f the best-f- t paraboloid. The deformation, at t 	 upper rim
the lower rim 53 mm. The maximur:, deviations of the
__oid are only t1.8 mm, which is 1/36 of the actual
c	 ,c
deviations of the surface of the best-fit paraboloid are
24 for the reg:.on up to a diameter of 90 m. This is t e
can be. provided vv_.th a continuous reflector cover against
.	 ­ns of wind. Tn this part of the surface, the deviatio s are
ii root-nLean-square error of the surface, caused by Blast'
do ^	 -cps, is only 0.56 =. ,.Iitth respect to this portion of the
su.	 it appears possible t^ cons;:ruct a reflector with c /D< 1 • 10-1.
errors caused by the fabrication of the panels and their 
'.t can be contained in this.
characteristic values for the best-fit ;paraboloids are given in
4. The c:-ia n,-re in the focal width. is a maximum of 20 mm and
hwnge in the axis inclinat_on a maximum of 1140 seconds of arc.
values must be compen ated automatically by mov J
 nq the feed
^:lna in the focus. Corrections that cannot be neglected are re-
C. r`d even for tho Gregory mirror.
.'LUS:ONS FROM TH- INVESTIGATIOINI S OF T hE MODELS
good results of the v-%rious studies show clearly that the way
_8.
ly apprupriato to the problem of eor-
rost accuracy.
:wo
	
?ec - is not ^. rigid body in the sense
- ,r telescopes. F. multiple-point
of keeping the deformations
•^^	 reduction of the elastic
	
,a Ole
	 r if	 x	 if we depend on it alone,
z	 tha	 rQ	 r. lanism of the reflector dish --
-	 flex	 an"	 ;j:: fabricated within wide
L
sing to thk: reader that the possibility exiZts of
.:tor _n such a way that once a paraboloid surface has
is constantly :.run sformed into new paraboloid
reflector rotates about the elevation axis. But a
c	 the reflectors :meets such a require.men t.
..e example of a very flat reflector, or bet::^r
•rcularly syi ►,metrical disk is supported in the
C 	 permitted to affect it, the center remains un-
-itrs sink down. ': he surface formed by a plane
e. ,
 -hoioid in the first approximati_,n. The devi-)araboloid can be kept small through a circularly
^= Yom;-forceiments. If this surface is now in-
the ,ravitational force decreases
cr	 -"OS Z. A series of rotation para-
is	 G	 kt z = 900 , the axial force is equal)rce:	 ,:ate ui^,	 which now appears alone, causes
-) Ym	 :s of the	 ce itself; it can therefore :,e
C-.	 __ ,: approx:
These simolc :r.siderations are not valid for reflectors 	 large
erturc rat......;; here elastic deformations also appear in the case
ant-i:-:.atric F=orce; now the computer must assist in approximating
V 1L J - .-,..	 _1. 111..J
nproximations have the disadvar.taga that the quality of the
_on depends on whin the procedure was interrupted. Tt.` co: uta-
nrOCess is t,:chnically of 4n experimental nature; an error
t.e is not possible. Thu 3, cne cannot state definitively that the
-i.-.g of the reflector is to be treferred to a four-point or
su;oport of the dish, e . ,en though it does appear that way-.
,:an do is to give a few general instructions that are useful
cz,	 ng out the procedure.
Ong.	 ouid avoid having one or more of the prInCl pai re=lector
supporting points be in tre reflector surf ace its .lf . T; e possibility
C.1 the remain ng joints of the surface forcing a ratio that would
corr,:;s-,ord tc a ho: clot ous deformation would ba slight in such a case.
.n attempt :must be made to avoid siny, le loads in the sur-:ace.
one rust avoid, if possible, mountinc the quadripod that
:,orts the focus cabin and feed in the surface itself.
19.
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a
,c ;:hove rc::;ults, a rotation-symmetrical structure
K cart"in advantages over the vmsymmetrical con-
--ve:, the answer to thi.3 question may still be in-
by successes re3ulting from the studie s► of other
^ %P3it?-	 of the results obtained led to the sa"Iectlon of the
r	 :tion with axial mounting" for the 100-m telescope.
for th3 axial mounting of the surface ".nd, f -:.ally, the
ae mounting of the focus cabin were decisivo -- ,c t ors in
j... A rencwed study of this system is in process, based on
detaileu structure.
25 show the selected structure as a model; ^.n Fig. 27,
tam is par:.icularly easy to recognize.
	
)CEOURAL L: t4I TATIONS OF THE HOMOLOGOUS	 : ;,:,
ne -t^lecte ,!9 made i •c possible to produce reflector surfaces
P er'" on fro:1 -che best-fit paraboloid amounted to less
c	 aaliy appearing elastic	 The result
.cu	 approximation ;,procedures; accorcing to these,
at to be excluded that complete solutions might
A. 	 sough furth,:r adroit experimentation.
-tu pr.however, there are limits to ;.he further improve-
of _..e	 of the re-'lectors.
	
Ef:ff: ct o'. _he	 d
, ,ind, the reflector surface is axposec to strong additiora: forces
scretimes uegrade tz4ha quality of the surface even when they
it for only a very short ;.ime.
ct or the wind can easily be ezzimak..ed if the telesco pe is
or. a point on the ::orizon (or set a-'C =5 0
 elevation) and a
L	 :ly strong wind blows or, the s-,:.rface from the front -- in
of the negative Z -axis. Tae su •
 face is then exnosea to
:itional force, w:zich, in tllc first a ppro:{i:nation, again
.nto a paraboloid. Therefore, it is not surprising that
...-.e changes in the surface at a wind velocity of 18 -./sec
an 
	 in the c of cnly 1.02 and 1.29.
!ever, c ie wina„cannot ba assu-.ed to be e,7ually strong over an entire
	
dace. of S000 T,	 The eicnents of the •Curbulerce are unc.ouatedly
_Jmalier than the surface "itself. The forces than affect the s::rfac:e
wi11 thus not be the s.—me everywh;:re .
-efore of particular interest to know by wha •z. 4..cu is the
., actually ~ defor:.%ad. The Computer program	 ;.::ese
Loo, without .rouble . For var:Lous points along _. ::-adiu!
L.	 t of the dish model with distances p from the center, the
ck
on
GtfC
Mgr
computed for different
:i	 -dircc;:ion - axis of the
t	 -)n) .
C)	 E-quall factor of v . 5 over the
.re do	 a:.	 r`^'lld appear accord:.n - to the
vciloc.	 the surface C:isturbances
areas wi_	 the e1Gs :ic deformations.
can the: 	 to a wind velocity of
ct of Solar Radiation
..jr structure changes not only z:s a result of
	
load.
ation on part of the structure, t•oo -- whileof Lr or.t_o :s
shade -- results in differential thernal deformatio.s.
as ever taken part ii n the survey of a Para olold ::r:G: .: 3
g the day in sunshine, co:.::idar&ble deformations
ie survey o:: the 36-:.q
 telescope in Berl-J .-4, we deter::.i::ea sur-
.:tuations of _2 n::,. This value cc_.L,_ snonds to a root-mean-
-G . 7 mm. 1.r s:.milar ratios are assunec. .:or the 100-m reflector,
rmal errors  in Sunshine will exceed the purely rr .v'_:aticnal
TI-.e effect of solar radiation can, however, be lessened
t :rough ap: ropriat^: tainting of the structure. :.f ter
w..-,;h Ti0`-white, the relative temperature differences of the
will remain less than 50.
c Tcnlperature Gradient
2	 :c '-s of solar radiation can be definitively estimated
V	 iculty, the ther::,^ effect cf a temperature gradient in
car: ac deternin ^_u exactly.
me that t".-.a mirro-: i s focused on a point near the horizon
a temperature grac:ient of 5 0
 exists f.:o:,; the ground to an
of 100 n, a deformation is obtai-ned which is shown in Fig. 23
of the radial scpport.s. T're deformation causes an inclin-
the axis of 5". On the other hand, the relative- deviations
lrface are small compared to the residual gravitational
..ons . Thus, at -"^ O " p:	 -)eric temarature gradients cause littles
:.o:l _1 the quality of the surface.
as given should demonstrate that the influences of
gs are definitely caps.ble of degrading the quality of the
_._ surface noticc..bly. An i:«:,rOVOI"i1EI:t in the co.-.struct+on
that- the residual deviations from the best-fit paraboloid are
.er than 1/30 of the actual elastic deformation does not appear
3se^ul in view or this. A further ir;;provement in the construction
1 have the result that the times during which the surface is ful.Ly
7tiva for the smzllesr- usabl` t^^::vcle,zgtr. will be l^ .^tCC to good
of the nigh t.
Zor -Lhe :onstruciion proposed	 us, a reduction in the e^ -^:C^;Ven ss
Of- the surface at a <4 is to be axoected for only 5 to 6o c- :e total
1
^r1L )*
	, 14. E S
remark abouu the r atio,-:le is in order.
c
	
	 .o-control effectz of wind and sun can b. avc : ded by
scope: in a rauoma . A r igid radcme could .rave beer.
a	 cic:scope, too. i:o^^^cver, 	 .4 would cause a reduction
:IS.	 of the telescope of from i0 to 15
	
^hc losses are
by rain through a film of water on the surface of
addition, the water: film increases the noise in the
_.;:.	 a constant, irregular drift of the null line of
astror.- '.cal -cieetsurements. The unprotected te:.c-
.ure -- at least in the case of a double
r	 —wave rang`. The radome requires a
c :vat-ion time in our climate and tnerefc::e
.cisive	 fC. -adio-astronomical o:.,servations. Con-L _ ad,
	 costs, it was therefore decided rot to use a
_s
R!tNG PROBLEMS
st.	 : S-7of t c elastic der:orrm;^t:^on o:` t'.-. o- re..*.act0 d:.s:. yielded
re. t that a re 'L
	 of about 100-::; aiamezer with c /J< l • 10
..	 ..,)nsLructcc^ Yv .ich car, be used up :c 2-cm wavelenCth with a
:e e:ffectivene":;Z of approxi.rnutely 60 56.   it is to be cc}::'^cected t .az
cal cone of the ante=nna diagram will have a halfwidth of
of arc or even somewhat less.
adjustment accuracy of the tole_scopa	 -ecru4rel to be so exact
to exceed: a possible Error of
	 the core width, the.-. the
.s	 error or the :rror batwcer_ the -recalculated anc. the (first
poz _	 of the telescope :rust not exceed 6 seconds of arc during
s Le e-
?ro:; tis requirement, we extrapolate that the angle indicator at the
telescope axes 'us hava a registcration precision of about 2". There
are sevaral ears of achieving this 0racisior .
is more dl, ffiCUI to keep t -.e isplacarnents with ti w,e of t e optical
e .,.esco'oe axis with ra snect to .he angle-indica tor r eadinus wiz]-6in the
^f about 6" . The changes consist fir: St of th e shifts it t he
axis due to setting of one side of the basa. A one:-sided
of the base ring b •, .	 causes a daviatior_ of 5" at a support
5	 w of 45 m. Secorci'17, there is a poss .bility cf errors aue `o
s p lacC'.me:nt of the e levati.or ax is
 as a result of d lfl.arential t;.er::al
..ar~sior. of the azimuth towers. If thermal r`:diation causes ore of
e towers -co beco ',e 20 warmer ;:han the other ore, errors ir. the axis
d i- ection of a maximum. of 5" &:.:e to be e.:pected. On ly special
22.
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The
ar.-  dl
temperature differences be
the optical axis can
a result of a vertica
n'en in Fig. 28,
	
:z	 ^:.i:: :lacement
	
:ct.	 Ln. squalls
.ult ;.o c.
orGble c	 nc possib_u errors exceed the upper
its of the optical axis could he avoided
	
u ► ,	 steering equatorial in the axial inter-
	
^c. :cc	 rkes	 in which an equatorial is used,
ax	 icn	 y.	 re=gard. Accordingly, tha discussion
ro;	 ons ., _ an	 gal wus 2:titc:_ Siva. However , the
t .. 	 .1 interse(.;	 the telescope must be kept open
e	 but this	 ace that is urgently needed
i	 .. a low-de_	 :tor. Since t1ae crew .. y o n
1._ .:or is the b^	 w	 the te1^., secpe ccnstructio
c	 C 7uGtorial h d	 .c avo.i.	 1.
c	 -inch must ba	 e:,:c us i vciy by a prccessing
has the aavan•tagc . or the steering o f thetelescope
^ssible to store correction functions, which cz.:: be
to	 desired •oositi on. : 	 the correction. ca :not be
e. _nsiv, iti-i rasne:ct to the storage capacity of the computer.
action of zha enumerated errors by structural means is thus still
ixnortant step in tr y: construction of the telescope.
iCAL TELESCOPE DATA
	
-	
s bs'd on the foiiowi T ^,*-final constrr.c-:.^on oL c..^ tes^:scooe wa s .= sad 
diameter	 100 Mi	 30 m
G^:	 lector	 6.5 m
.gin the Grec-ory focus	 360 m
	
=a jectory di_z% z:te—_	 04 m
the e^_evat.:'Lon axis above ti=e beam circle 	 50 m
axis (support distance)	 45 m
_vu
	
.g gear (radius)	 2 ^c m
of traverse	 _3600
	
1d of traverse	 +50 to 940
^y of the mJ rror surface at 80 0 zenith distan ce, when t e
e is adjusted in azimuth
- -an-s quare va g ue for D< 80	 :,:S 3 .7 ,< <
_-mean-sauare value for av<^< 100 m^ ^TfS 1. 2 mm
2_
3  	er
	 h	 Elevation
	
Steerin	 :d
!cc tic:'	 P s : tion r.cc::racy
SIOW
velcc: 	 °/min.	 6"
A , -a_-. gc measurement
velocity	 200 /:ni _ 	 lu°/min	 10"
adjustment
	
00/:nin
	
200/min	 -
acceleratio:	 0.2°/sic"	 0.2°/sect
CF THc 'rJ0 Rig IN SE T _,"-.3"{ 19 6 o
ter tho	 c ,::on	 the telescope Iliad been decided, the
rk oi: the f .,*L.-, 11 s -'Cructure w&s begun. Except nor the	 such
-or example, z e focus cabin and he apex cab-n,, the work has been
^c..ies o--the natural frequenc__:, of the s y sterl and fort h^:r stL.dies
t_.e c'rive and steering were 
	
A. =rictio n drive over 16
was provided for- the azir,u:.r. axis . ^;ighz of the :sixteen axes will
over the drive in the :reasurinc;operatio n, wh ` e the renal _der
serve for braking to avoid backlash in the ge^.rs . The elevat on
is operated over a 28-m-dia:nezer toothed wheel gear by four rotors.
re , too, care is taken -co avoid any -pl ay i t e drive.
.!s were m_n da- of tine nLr- o: covering. On the basis of the results,
decided that the inner portior. of t'ne covering would be con-
of sa^ndwic.: plates up 'co & diameter of 60 m, and the adjacent
60 to 80 rc diameter is to be fabricated i:rom alu yin um panels
e tvpe of cons	 aluminum is provided for
Z. r =ro:,1 80 zo 90 m diameter, and onl y the outer, 3-m-wide ring
^•_ 01.' 8-ran-mesr. wire netting.
construction size was al--.o decided on. An area in the no:-t'.zern
s ," th— Ahr near EJ-.=el^berg was selected. it was a decisive
E	 n ;:.iris choice t:iat the possibilities of interference in the
r-wave range be minimal. Through measurements at 10 and 6 c.T
at the construction. site and the :neighboring mountains, it
.e
	
, t interference -- it it existed at 3 11 -- was below th e
:;uracv. In he meantime, the found-a tions have been
the construction site; the erection of the steel structure
a;	 . October. According to the time plan, com pletion of the
stee? structure is scheduled for Fzbruary 1970.
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sec- -ion is }:presse.. 	 e
ted
_-5.
i
bcst-fit paraboloid for
C uC	 r:
-point support
r 1 U- v c1 is i O:,-,D ad	
^
G ^
+^
1	 V
c.	 ? :
	 , n r r,r^^,	 m, m, m rt
	 s c r. a
th y: 1.20 1. 39	 0.52 ^^099 . 5	 - t E
aCture ^5 I.O .x.61	 1.08 26096.7 50
90 0-5 J 0.0	 -5.75 26+04.5 0
and wind 5 .9
-._ -2 . 2 1
	 0.55 20099.0 72
Sm./Sec
value:; of uLe lest-fit paraaolo` d for
-ruction
_	 E	 ,:•ic G •^	 u1^va^s.LO.^ 3 ^	 JlV	 1 T ,
c,: RIM
	 mm,	 mm M'In onds
of the	 0 0.23	 -,-125
	 -0.96 26100 520
45 0.305+	 91.8
	 - 26105 370
90 0".3372
	 0.0	 - 26112
3. Characteristic v.;.lues Gf the bes -k -fit paraboloid for
the disc, construction wit:: s-poin--- support
^^ad ^ievat^c n o Y
ke^^_• ae3 Tram trim	 mm rnr	 aee0r:a
Weight of s z-,^e1 3 1.9 0. iG--	 ' . _ ' 1 0600. 9 ;7
s zructure
-:	 ; 1.6 0.07+"2.3 30607.6 121
-	 -- -	 -	
90 1.- 0.0	 -17.3 30610.7 0
Charac;.erist^.c values of
	 ^;: b. st-fit parabolci d for
-C-he dish construction wi	 axial mounting
^oac: ^,
--
- evert i on Y	 -	 Z
_	 _ ^l	 B raes
	 +_^.: .`.	 rrm mm	 sec c	 arc
.^?eight o-. 0 J.23 -3 7.6+1
steel structure 45 0.46
-240.5-1.62 29379.2	 846
90 0.50 0.0-3.05 29386.7	 0
0.0-3.70 29383.3	 0
J l_
.r	 •.cc	 11.0
y	 i	 Lx
-0.63 0. -1.45 0.G -	 .7
-0.63 -x..40 0.09 -	 7.7
01	 -0.55 W. -1.25 0.11 -	 6.7
03	 -0.53 0. -1.21 0.4 -	 6.7
- 0 . 6 G •0. - 1.0 -	 8	 1
-0.76 0. 1.4 -	 9.9
-O.85 0. 1.9 -10.4
-0.66 0. - i • r -lU • J
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apertLra a ngic
^ , ise terperature p of the antenna (selid curve) and relative
..:rface magnitude F of the reflector (broken curve) as a fu nc;.ic n
of the aperture angle.
62
2. Rad-.ation path of the parabol-c antenna with Gregory auxiliary
reflector.
'ocus cabin,
: .4. otical au:^iliary rey-lactor,
1 , C-) Shielding
Apex cabin.
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r
Of the rE=f-.cc -Oz surface as a fu nc `4on Oran-s ^:c.Ye error Of the s urface; a p = sr..allast
•a
Schematic rEO` esen tation c{ the co :struction with	 eleva^ `or.axis.
elevation bearing.
^	 h ,
5. 4'c::a,::atic representation of the 64-m telesco pe in Park,:
-l=ocus cabin, B plane of the feed antennas, C focus-cabin supports,
receiver spaces, ,,H optical steering,
1
6. .De-formation diagram of the 64-m telescope at 6 J° inclination. thepos y
 tion of the focus-cabin sup:)orts is indicated by the three
raC.La l l ines.
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formation diagram of the 90-m telesco?e in Green tank at 30036
__revation. Munbers in millimeters. j After J.W. F INDLEY (:ref. 11) .
aCon y .._ .z proposal for a 64-m too cscope with 19 suoport.iny
.point. "=t`,.the dish (f ter ^,-i^ALA^^C....._T_-;: , ,,	 Ref. 12 ) •
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